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synopsis
A fractured melodrama, based on damaged frames from the last minutes of the only
remaining nitrate reel of the lost feature film Silja – Fallen Asleep When Young (1937)
directed by Teuvo Tulio. All screening prints and the negative of the film were destroyed in a
1959 studio fire. A sequence from the middle of the film was found at La Cinémathèque
Française in Paris in 2015.

director's statement
Flame is constituted from unsalvageable nitrate frames of Teuvo Tulio’s epic narrative feature
from the 1937. The totally lost film by the king of Finnish melodrama and it´s rediscovered –
and badly decayed – part, the third reel out of five, was of a special interest to me: how a
disappeared cinematic history would resurface as a self-metamorphosed jumble of
regenerated depictions. Depictions of original meanings disarranged with the corroded slimy
residues of the emulsion badly distorted – hovering through time at somewhat indiscriminate,
yet oddly rhythmical ways. The tension which lies between the near intact and the totally
decayed frames, the counterbalance between perfection and mutilation and questions of right
and wrong that are also intertwined between the depicted characters of the film. The textual,
narrative level of the film lures the viewer to seek meaning while the constantly changing
fissures and visual permutations create a painterly zone with which the pictorial ingredients
unites creating a hypnotic multi-layered visual event.
– Sami van Ingen

biographies
Sami van Ingen is one of the pioneers of experimental filmmaking in Finland. He has made
over 30 short films, mostly dealing subtly with the act of seeing and using various strategies
to manipulate found or forgotten footage. His films have been screened at festivals like
Edinburgh Film Festival, Image Forum Tokyo, Kurzfilmtage Oberhausen, Bienal de la Imagen
en Movimiento in Buenos Aires and at institutions like National Gallery of Art in Washington,
Centre Pompidou and Anthology Film Archives. Van Ingen is based in Helsinki.
Henri Lindström is a Finnish musician who works with eclectic underground pop artists such
as Jaakko Eino Kalevi (European Border Breaker Award winner 2016) and the Australian
singer-songwriter Alex Cameron. Alongside active touring and various recordings with others,
Lindström has produced solo material under different names such as Ulmala, Drummer and
Henrihenrihenri.
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